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Abstract:
This paper analyses the title track of the 2002 CD Lake Effect, as composed by Chicago fiddle player Liz Carroll and arranged by Evan Price (featuring the Turtle Island String Quartet), positing the degree to which it is suggestive of post-ethnic identification (Bohlman 2004; Hollinger 2005). Beginning with a nuancing of the various identities performed and negotiated by Liz Carroll the musician and first generation Irish American and Chicagoan, Lake Effect is ultimately understood in terms of its transgressive and transformative features. Generated from melodic and rhythmic motifs that the composer identifies as Irish, or American, or jazzy, Lake Effect juxtaposes and interpolates sonic indices of different identities in a hybrid, cosmopolitan and potentially post-ethnic structure.
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Can popular music or an individual song text inform us about society and make us question dominant discourses in the political and public sphere? This article will argue that this is indeed the case, so while the mass ...
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The ivory bridge:piano accompaniment on 78rpm recorded sources of Irish traditional dance music America c. 1910-1945
Dillane, Aileen (University of Limerick, 2000)
This dissertation is concerned with the polyvalent symbolism of the piano and its manifestation in 78rpm recordings of Irish traditional dance music early in the twentieth century in America. Irish dance music was conceived ...
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